FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
SOQUIMICH COMERCIAL S.A. APPROVES THE ACQUISITION
OF NORSK HYDRO CHILE S.A.
Santiago, Chile, March 7, 2003.- Sociedad Química y Minera de Chile S.A. (SQM) (NYSE: SQM, SQMA;
Santiago Stock Exchange: SQM-B, SQM-A) informed today that the Board of Directors of its subsidiary
Soquimich Comercial S.A. (SQMC) (Santiago Stock Exchange: Soquicom), approved the acquisition of
100% of the shares of Norsk Hydro Chile S.A., subsidiary of the Norwegian corporation Norsk Hydro
ASA.
Under the terms of the operation, whose completion is subject to a due diligence to be carried out within
the next 90 days, SQMC will pay an approximate amount of US$ 3,500,000 and will continue with the
distribution in Chile of the fertilizers produced by Norsk Hydro ASA and its affiliates.
Due to the similar nature of Norsk Hydro Chile S.A. commercial operations to those carried out by SQMC,
this acquisition will allow the latter to improve its fertilizer distribution business in Chile.
________________________________________________
SQM is an integrated producer and distributor of specialty fertilizers, industrial chemicals and iodine and lithium. Its products are
based in the development of high quality natural resources that allow the Company to be leader in costs, supported by a
specialized international network with sales in over 100 countries. SQM’s development strategy aims to maintain and strengthen
the world leadership in its three main businesses: specialty fertilizers, iodine and lithium.
This leadership strategy is based in the Company’s competitive advantages and in the sustainable growth of the different
markets where it participates. SQM’s main competitive advantages in its different businesses are:
•
Low production costs based in vast and high quality natural resources.
•
Know how and its own technological developments in its various production processes.
•
Logistics infrastructure and high production levels that allow SQM to have low distribution costs.
•
High market share in all its core products: 40% world lithium market, 28% world iodine market and 45% world potassium
nitrate market.
•
International sales offices with offices in more than 20 countries and sales in over 100 countries.
•
Sales synergies due to the production of a complete range of specialty fertilizers.
•
Continuous new product development according to the specific needs of its different customers.
•
Conservative and solid financial position
For further information contact: Patricio Vargas, 56-2-4252274 / 56-2-4252485 / pvargas@sqm.cl

Statements in this release concerning the Company’s business outlook or future economic performances, anticipated profitability,
revenues, expenses, or other financial items, anticipated cost synergies and product or service line growth, together with other
statements that are not historical facts, are “forward-looking statements” as that term is defined under the Federal Securities
Laws. Any forward-looking statements are estimates, reflecting the best judgment of SQM based upon currently available
information and involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors which could cause actual results to differ materially
from those stated in such statements. Risks, uncertainties, and factors, which could affect the accuracy of such forward-looking
statements, are identified in the public filing made with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and forward-looking
statements should be considered in light of those factors.
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